1994 ford ranger 4x4

Is the transmission and transfer case in a Ford Ranger 4. Jorge answered 2 years ago. I have a
ford ranger and sometimes the gas gauge is pointing through the full zone then other days it
doesn't move atall. Never gives a true reading any thoughts? Hi I'm hoping you can help I've
been working on my Ranger for about 6 months my clutch went out when I first bought the truck
so I replaced the clutch and it seem to be doing fine but then my star My husband wants to
know what size gas tank for ford ranger short wheel base, 4 cyl. I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Ford Ranger question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Ranger Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Doing so could save you hundreds
or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford Ranger. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Ranger lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Side-impact door beams are installed on the Ranger to protect occupants. The Splash
model is now available as a SuperCab. Read more. Write a review See all 75 reviews. Overall
this truck has surprised me. I'm a Chevy lover and yet i like this truck. Very comfortable and
great on gas. Despite i have the two wheel drive version it love the mud. No major problems
with it. I bought my Ford Ranger when it was one year old in My truck had 40, miles on it then. I
still love this truck. Last summer I replaced the transmission and thought of getting another
vehicle. I didn't need to; here it is another year later and it is still driving fantastic. Through the
years I have replaced one water pump at , miles 2 batteries, the clutch at , miles, the oxygen
sensor, brakes, tires, and the faulty emergency brake recall item. I can't think of anything else.
This is my third Ranger and I will buy another. Read less. I bought my Ford Ranger for a steal at
dollars. When I bought it, it had , miles on as far as I know the first engine. I have only replaced
the starter and the fuel pump and soon it will need a new clutch but other than that it still runs
great at , miles. I have never been a Ford owner but have to say my Ranger is the best car ever.
In the past 10 years I have only replaced brakes and tires once and not even a tune up has been
required. Only problems have been with cruise control stopped working and occasional leaking
gas near filler neck. See all 75 reviews of the Used Ford Ranger. Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7
reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Ranger. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment.
Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Recent Arrival! Must finance
through dealer for advertised price. This Ranger XL was gently driven and it shows. This is
about the time when you're saying it is too good to be true, and let us be the one's to tell you, it
is absolutely true. This is the one. Just what you've been looking for. There are many vehicles
on the market but if you are looking for a vehicle that will perform as good as it looks then this
Ford Ranger XL is the one!. ABS brakes, Illuminated entry. Whether you're looking for a new
truck, SUV or car we have what you need! We sell more than just Buick and GMC! We even carry
specialty products like Porsche and Range Rover. If you're looking for something a little more
custom, we have a selection of built and customized trucks that will fit your budget! Good
Credit, Bad credit, Financing for all! Come see us today! Buy Here Pay Here! No credit check!
Plus government fees and taxes,any finance charges, any dealer document processing charge,
any electronic filing charge, and any emission testing charge. Please call to schedule a test
drive today! Take the stress out of getting a good deal on your next car. See our lowest price
upfront No hassle-No haggle pricing Commission-free sales team 7-day return policy Hundreds
of 5 star Google reviews. Over the past twenty years, the business has grown into the Piedmont
Triads 1 used car dealership. Drivers love the suave oxford white clearco exterior with a grey
interior. With a 4-star crash test rating, this is one of the safest vehicles you can buy. Don't let it

slip away! Call today for a test drive. Cab 2WD features a 2. It is equipped with a 5 Speed
Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Now offering Mohr to
your Door! Don't want to get out? Or can't? We will bring the car to you! And all the paperwork!
We are open online and at the store. ABS brakes. Don't miss out on massive savings. We are
proud to offer an extensive selection of new and used vehicles. We also serve as a great dealer
alternative for the nearby shoppers in Pascagoula, MS. Make the move to Coast Chevrolet to
make the most of the incredible financing options that we are offering today! Have BAD credit?
Have GOOD credit? Call today or visit our website: Vehicle information is based off standard
equipment and may vary from vehicle to vehicle. Call or email for complete vehicle specific
information. This offer is not redeemable for cash and may not be combined with any other
discount or offer. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP
code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 1, Manual Cylinders 4 cylinders 1, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Title
issue. Close R. Price Drop. New Listing. Close Deery Brothers of Ames, Inc. Frame damage.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Overall this truck has surprised me.
I'm a Chevy lover and yet i like this truck. Very comfortable and great on gas. Despite i have the
two wheel drive version it love the mud. No major problems with it. Sign Up. The monthly
payment is based on the price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you choose to lease,
you can also use the payment calculator to determine your lease terms. The ratings are based
on a star system and can vary by style. We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to
give you a great price on the new Ford Ranger. This is how it works:. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved
Searches 0. Cars Direct. Additionally, find Ford Ranger warranty and reliability information,
such as limits on bumper-to-bumper coverage and major components. Compare all Ford Ranger
models side-by-side. Est Monthly Loan. Style: - XL 4x2 Regular Cab in. Incentives Incentives
that help lower the selling price of a vehicle. Money Factor Represents the interest charged on a
lease. May require top-tier credit to qualify for the best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset.
See Used Listings. Front Anti-Roll Bar. Seating Capacity. Vanity Mirrors. For a list of
safety-related features, please check the Safety section. Buying With CarsDirect We have
partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on the new Ford Ranger.
Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in your negotiation. The dealer will help you with
financing or leasing, as well as trade-in options. Ford Ranger By Year Preview New Used
Concerning trends in the prerunner community, 4WD is the current buzz word. For the last few
years, long-travel 4x4s have been seen in increasing numbers; race teams and civilians like the
idea of using an all-wheel-drive machine to explore trails and race courses. And why not?
Four-wheel drive is a terrific tool when prerunning or during high-speed trail rides because deep
sand, the occasional mud hole, or technical sections that require relatively low speeds are
ideally suited to 4WD. Long-travel 4x4s, however, aren't exactly cheap to build, nor is there a
large selection of bolt-on front suspensions capable of delivering gobs of front-wheel travel
while sending power through a set of halfshafts and a quartet of CV joints. Most long-travel, IFS
4x4s are created by skilled builders and are almost always a bucks-up deal. Note that we said
"most" of the long-travel 4x4 front suspensions are scratch-built and bucks up -- there is a
niche following among 4x4 prerunner fanatics tuned into the long-travel capabilities of Ford's
infamous Twin Traction Beam front suspension. The TTB is best described as Ford's Twin
I-Beam design fitted with a differential and axleshafts; that is, a large solid axle pivots from the
frame and looks like a traditional solid axle with one end the brake and hub lopped off and
replaced with the aforementioned frame-mounted pivot. The second traction beam is void of a
differential, pivots on the frame's opposite side, and contains an axleshaft, hub, and brake
assembly. The TTB design is heavy and complex compared with a standard solid axle, but it
provides the desired 4WD capacity and can be modified to deliver a large amount of wheel
travel. All of which brings us to Conor and Elicia Swanson's Ranger. Conor, an airline pilot,
purchased the Ranger several years ago with the intent of having long-time friend Jake Batulis
build a long-travel 4WD prerunner. Batulis' San Clemente-based shop, Prep by Jake, is well
known within the off-road industry as the creator of many interesting, unique, and functional
trucks, and Conor's Ranger received mods in line with the shop's reputation. The Ranger's TTB
front suspension was widened 4. At the same time, Jake modified the TTB's geometry,
suspension pickup points, and related chassis segments, all of which were addressed to create
as much wheel travel as possible. King inch travel coilover shocks were installed, as were Fox
air bumpstops, and when the front suspension was cycled, 15 inches of wheel travel resulted.
The rear suspension design employed by Jake is clever and unique: It's a true cantilever setup,
which keeps the dampers and chassis upgrades under the bed's floor, allowing the Ranger to

be used for cargo hauling as well as hauling "A. Fox air bumpstops are in place, and Jake
fabbed a slick set of traction rods that limit wheel hop yet don't induce any measurable amount
of bind to the suspension travel. The rear axle is a hell-for-strong 9-inch Currie unit, which was
upgraded with spline axleshafts, a Detroit Locker differential, gears, Currie disc brakes, and a
custom axle truss by Jake. Torque is sent to the axle through another Drivelines Unlimited
custom driveshaft. Check the photos: The chassis is nicely crossbraced, and all the suspension
components fit together like a well-planned puzzle. Keeping with the "do not disturb the cargo
area" theory, Jake out-did himself and crafted an under-bed gallon fuel cell. Perry's Fab 'n' Fiber
supplied the front and rear 'glass and the hoodscoop. The '94 SuperCab's cockpit is also nicely
outfitted and functional. Jake built a center console, which houses Auto Meter gauges; there's
an Art Carr s
chevy equinox power steering recall
jeep liberty trailer hitch
2019 equinox owners manual
hifter; a disc Pioneer CD changer; Pioneer amplifiers and speakers deliver entertainment
unrelated to the thrills that come from piloting the Ranger; and an Explorer donated its leather
seats so Conor and Elicia could travel in comfort and style. The Ranger's bent-six is basically
OE, but it's equipped with a set of Bassani headers and a Bassani exhaust. The OE four-speed
automatic transmission was replaced with an old-tech, but way-strong, three-speed C4
slushbox. All the engine's plumbing, as well as the braided brake lines, use XRP fittings. Riding
atop inch-diameter BFG Mud-Terrain tires and aluminum-alloy Ultra wheels, the Swanson's
Ranger prerunner is a well-conceived and functional concept that excels during off-road bouts
-- whether fast or slow -- thanks to its long-travel suspension and 4WD capability. If long-travel
trucks powering all four wheels is the future of prerunners, then we're all four it! Close Ad.
Forums Photos Industry Videos. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

